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"Language provides a natural domain for the study of artificial intelligence, as the 
vast majority of reasoning tasks can be efficiently expressed and evaluated in 
language, and the world’s text provides a wealth of data for unsupervised 
learning via generative modeling." 

- OpenAI



https://openai.com/research/language-unsupervised Jun 2018

GPT1

https://openai.com/research/language-unsupervised


GPT1
Pre-training an autoregressive language model
• Start with a large amount of unlabeled data 


• Pre-training objective: Maximize the likelihood of predicting the next token


• 


• This is equivalent to training a Transformer decoder


• 


• 


• 


• Directionality is needed to generate a well-formed probability distribution 

𝒰 = {u1, …, un}

Li(𝒰) = ∑
i

log P(ui ∣ ui−k, …, ui−1; Θ)

h0 = UWe + Wp

hℓ = transformer_block(hℓ−1)∀ℓ ∈ [1,n]

P(u) = softmax(hnWT
e )

 is the context 
vector of tokens
U = (u−k, …, u−1)

 is the number of Transformer 
layers
n

 is the token embedding matrixWe

 is the position embedding matrixWp

BooksCorpus: 7K 
unpublished books 
(1B words)



This setup was for fine-tuning GPT1 but also works for in-context learning in GPT2 and GPT3.



The GPT2 paper

Feb 2019
https://cdn.openai.com/better-language-models/
language_models_are_unsupervised_multitask_learners.pdf





WebText corpus
• Train on web scale corpus but with more reliable data compared to the 

CommonCrawl.


• English-only, so language detection is used


• Outgoing links from reddit (with at least 3 karma) 


• No reddit data was used, instead use the content of the web sites linked on 
reddit discussions


• 8M documents with 40GB of text

News site scraping: https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper

Language detection: https://github.com/CLD2Owners/cld2 

https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper
https://github.com/CLD2Owners/cld2






Perplexity Results





The GPT3 paper

NeurIPS 2020, Vancouver, BChttps://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165






Fine-tuning fails at scale
• LLMs >10B parameters are very difficult to fine-tune and requires a big 

compute budget


• So in-context learning using a long prompt or prefix is needed to coax the 
answer from a "predict the next token" approach to solving multiple tasks


• Pre-training on web-scale text can observe many different tasks in-context 
during training in the inner loop (per batch)


• Gradient descent improves the model representations based on next token 
prediction over many batch updates in the outer loop 















WMT 2014









https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837


ground truth 
labels don't 

matter!



ground truth 
labels



replace true labels with 
random labels



Why does in-context learning work?
Four hypotheses

1. The input-label mapping, whether each input  is paired with the correct 
label  (not true)


2. The distribution that the input  are from (is it from a sports article, or 
business news?)


3. The output label space 


4. The format of the demonstration, e.g. x // y; Input: x Output: y; etc.

xi
yi

x1, …, xk

y1, …, yk





The input distribution matters: using 
inputs from an out of domain corpus 

causes a large performance drop



The output distribution matters: using 
labels that are random English unigrams 

causes a large performance drop









In-Context Learning (ICL)
• How does the conditional label distribution of ICL examples affect accuracy?


• ICL does incorporate in-context label information and can even learn truly 
novel tasks in-context.


• Analogies between ICL and conventional learning algorithms fall short in a 
variety of ways


• Label relationships inferred from pre-training have a lasting effect that 
cannot be surmounted by in-context observations


• Additional prompting can improve but likely not overcome this deficiency


• ICL does not treat all information provided in-context equally and 
preferentially makes use of label information that appears closer to the query












